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Fund Manager’s Statement
The LOGISTIS fund, together with AEW,
is committed to creating value for its
investors. With 96 assets operating
in seven countries, LOGISTIS is one
of Europe’s largest owners of panEuropean logistics assets and owns one
of the largest development portfolios in
Europe. At the core of our operations is
our commitment to sustainability and
minimising our environmental impact.
Our approach to responsible investment
ensures we incorporate environmental,
social and governance (ESG) factors into
our investment strategy and uphold our
fiduciary duty to protect and enhance the
value of assets over the long-term.

Ludovic Bernini
LOGISTIS Fund Manager

The physical and financial risks of climate
change on the real estate sector have
come into sharp focus in recent years.
Events such as the United Nations
Climate Change Conference and the
release of the IPCC 1.5-degree special
report demonstrate how climate change
can affect our business and our tenants.
The real estate sector is responsible for
40% of the total energy consumption
and 36% of total CO2 emissions in the
European Union¹, and as a responsible
fund and asset manager we understand
the importance of our role in reducing
emissions for a more resilient portfolio.

AEW’s Socially Responsible Investing
(SRI) Committees, Risk Management
Team and investment teams are
continuously reviewing the potential
impact of climate-related risks on our
portfolio, such as extreme weather
events and transitional risks. Climate
change presents significant physical and
financial threats to our business and we
have incorporated processes into our
investment strategy to help mitigate
these risks. From the acquisition phase
to our active management approach and
environmental target setting, we actively
assess and engage with stakeholders at all
levels to get a clear understanding of our
risks and opportunities.
Within LOGISTIS, tenants have control
over how our buildings are used and
energy is consumed. For this reason,
tenant engagement and improving
building performance is vital in our
approach to sustainable operations.
We set an environmental objective of
reducing energy usage by 25% by 2020
against a 2012 baseline, which we
successfully accomplished using smart
metering systems and implementing
energy efficiency measures. Setting and
achieving this target, among others,
demonstrates our desire to engage with

our tenants and help them reduce their
costs. This in turn helps us secure longer
leases and profitability for the fund.
Our new developments present the
opportunity to create buildings which
have a high degree of sustainability in
the base build and incorporate climatechange resilient features. All our new
developments have been designed
to Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method
(BREEAM) ‘Good’ standards, Haute
Qualité Environnementale (HQE) or
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges
Bauen (DGNB) standards, incorporating
eco-design and construction, promoting
tenant health and well-being, and
ensuring efficient operation of the
building. These standards help us develop
high quality, resilient assets which are
attractive to potential occupiers and
results in more valuable assets. 2
In 2020 we submitted to the Global Real
Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB)
for the seventh time and our efforts
in integrating sustainability into our
operations resulted in achieving a 5 Star
rating, the highest possible star rating. We
are committed to continually improving
our environmental performance and will

submit to GRESB in 2021, while making
further progress to meet our ambitious
environmental targets. Likewise,
through our engagement with the real
estate industry, we will continue to use
our leading expertise in distribution
warehousing to drive innovation in
sustainability in Europe.
The world faced many challenges in
2020 and the real estate sector was
substantially impacted by the coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak. The pandemic
caused significant disruptions to global
supply chains and occupiers of distribution
warehouses will have been impacted by
this and potential labour shortages.3 It is
more important than ever before to ensure
our portfolio includes robust assets and
that we maintain strong relationships with
our occupiers. Through our commitment
to sustainability and our tenants’ wellbeing, LOGISTIS is well poised to meet
these challenges going forward.

¹European Public Real Estate Association https://www.epra.com/sustainability/sustainability-regulation/environment-energy#:~:text=Sustainability%20in%20the%20real%20estate,CO2%20emissions%20in%20the%20EU
²BREEAM https://www.breeam.com/discover/why-choose-breeam/
³Aviva Investors: The implications of COVID-19 for real assets https://www.avivainvestors.com/en-gb/views/aiq-investment-thinking/2020/03/implications-of-covid-19-for-real-assets/
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Map depicting total tCO₂e per country

AEW LOGISTIS Asset Overview
LOGISTIS managed 96 assets in 2020 with a total
portfolio floor area size of 2,891,981 sqm. 48% of
our assets have achieved BREEAM, HQE or DGNB
certification, up from 28% in 2019.

Total Number of Properties
managed

44

10,393
6,501
1,990

8,923

96

5,

71

Green Building Certification

48% of our assets have
achieved BREEAM, HQE or
DGNB certification

Total portfolio floor area

2,891,981 m²

Asset Locations

Belgium

1

Czech Republic

5

France

54

Germany

12

Italy

6

Poland

13

The Netherlands

1,394

5

6

Czech Republic

2,357MWh

Poland
France
Italy

43,572MWh

36,784MWh

9,963MWh

13,257MWh

6,501tCO2e
1,394tCO2e
44tCO2e

6 MWh

40MWh

8,923tCO2e
5,716tCO2e

2,553MWh

214MWh

20MWh

10,393tCO2e

441MWh

2,221MWh

0MWh

60MWh

Electricity Consumption
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1,990tCO2e

14,731MWh

18,368MWh

Germany
The Netherlands
Belgium

2,647MWh

10,854MWh

80MWh

10MWh

20MWh

20MWh

40MWh

Natural Gas Consumption

50MWh
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5tCO2e

10tCO2e

15tCO2e
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Responsible Investment at AEW
AEW believes that a sustainable and socially
responsible approach to real estate investment
management both protects and enhances the value of
our assets, now and in the future. We are committed
to responsible investing and have integrated
sustainability measures into our annual business
plan for the upcoming year as well as our five-year
capital plan. Over the most recent year, we have
made a significant effort to promote high levels of
stakeholder engagement, improving the quality of our
buildings for tenants.

AEW Investment Committees and SRI Committees
(Global SRI Steering Committee and Europe SRI
Committee) are responsible for setting responsible
investment strategies and overseeing implementation
of sustainability policies at asset level. The SRI
Committees have representation from across AEW’s
departments and offices, and its members include
asset managers, fund managers, research, legal,
country heads and the CEO.

ACQUISITIONS

ACTIVE MANAGEMENT

DEVELOPMENTS

TENANTS

Environmental and societal issues
are reviewed by SRI and Investment
Committees during acquisition
due diligence. This includes green
building certifications, risk scoring,
environmental assessments and impacts
to local biodiversity/ecosystems, and
impacts to communities.

Asset managers are accountable for
meeting environmental goals, including
energy reduction targets. AEW’s Risk
Management Committee monitors action
plans to reduce environmental risks, with
the support of property managers.

Development projects are designed
and constructed to green standards
and aim to minimise impacts on
local communities. Through BREEAM
assessments, we are beginning to
consider embodied carbon and are in
the process of defining a carbon action
plan for our assets.

AEW has an active tenant engagement
programme, including smart meters
feeding an online tool to show
consumption, recommendations, and
actionable insights. AEW also educates
and engages its tenants to improve their
health and well-being through surveys,
social media and building events. LOGISTIS
undertakes tenant surveys every two
years with an external agency (Sinteo),
and shares results as part of the GRESB
assessment.

From this year, several LOGISTIS assets
have been included in a pilot programme
to assess potential climate risk scenarios,
such as extreme weather, and the
financial impacts this may have on the
assets.

Recommendations from the climate
technical assessments, including capex,
to improve an asset’s resilience are
incorporated into the asset’s 10-year plan.
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This covers materials used for
construction assets and how they are
procured and transported (e.g. new
mixes of concrete and buildings with
timber products) and reusing materials,
in partnership CircoLab for the past
three years.

The 2019 survey covered responses from
more than one in five tenants. 64% of
respondents are satisfied or very satisfied
with their experience of the property.
Almost three-fifths of tenants have a
carbon reduction target, and all have
an interest in sustainability (such as
renewables or energy efficiency).

COMMUNITIES

Engagement through building and
tenant outreach as well as through
volunteerism amongst our managers,
tenants and investment professionals
helps us connect with the communities
we operate in.
AEW has a Social & Charity Committee
which is managed by a group of
employees who have volunteered their
time. The Committee was established to
oversee and coordinate our charitable
endeavors as a company, reviewing
all of AEW’s activities in this area and
selecting one charity that AEW supports
collectively, as well as identifying a
number of other initiatives that are
undertaken at a local level.
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TENANT ENGAGEMENT

In the GRESB 2020 survey, based on
2019, we achieved a 5 star GRESB
rating, second among peers. This is an
increase from 2 Stars in the GRESB
2018 survey.

A core part of our Responsible
Investment Programme is working
with our tenants, enabling them to
use our buildings more
sustainably.

TENANT SMART
METERING PORTAL
Collaborating with our suppliers, we
have established an energy, water,
and heating management portal
which we share with tenants. This
means we can work together using
smart building data to improve the
efficiency of the use of electricity,
water, heating and well-being in our
buildings.

Memberships, Associations and Participations
AEW has been a member since 2009
2019 & 2020 Strategy & Governance: A+
2019 & 2020 Property: A
Participant since 2014
2020: 5 Stars

BETTER QUALITY ASSETS

UPDATED POLICY AND
PROCESSES

AEW LOGISTIS operates quality
distribution warehouses, and our
Responsible Investment Programme
has helped us to raise the bar on our
approach to environmental
performance, occupant well-being,
the biodiversity on our estates and
how our assets reside in their
communities.

A large part of our progression over
the past several years has been
improving our policies and how they
are integrated into how we do
business. This means our staff, agents
and suppliers know our responsibilities and how we manage our assets.

ATTRACTIVE TO
TENANTS AND INVESTORS
With ESG built into how we develop
and operate our assets, we can
provide a quality product to potential
tenants, while actively managing the
risks associated with distribution
warehouses.

2019: 4 Stars

OUR TENANTS

2018: 2 Stars

Internal and external reporting
continues to improve and ensures we
are transparent about our progress.
We strive to learn from the challenges
of innovation and clearly present how
we are managing ESG risks on behalf
of our investors and tenants.

GRESB: A measure of our progress, not the destination
We continue to align our approach to responsible investment with best practice and
will be submitting to GRESB again in 2021. We recognise our responsibility to
continually improve, innovate and lead to meet the ESG risks and challenges that
distribution warehouses face.
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Natixis ESG rating: AAA
AEW has been active in identifying climate risks and adaptation opportunities for all funds since 2015/16 as part of
the French Energy Transition and Green Growth law.
Working groups have been defining a strategy for completing the 11 disclosures required by TCFD in 2025.

Many rigorous external reporting
frameworks exist to provide standardised
and validated sustainability data and
engagement opportunities. Collaboration,
transparency, and knowledge sharing
are fundamental to our responsible
investment programme. Natixis (our
parent company), AEW and LOGISTIS
participate in and collaborate with
several ESG-related organisations.
This demonstrates our commitment to
sustainable operations and gives investors
confidence that sustainability targets
and commitments are being actively
integrated.

Strategies to be net zero carbon (emissions balanced by offsets) are under review across AEW, including with the
portfolio’s first net zero asset – an office in Lille.
In 2019, AEW collaborated with other investors on climate change and participated in the Paris Aligned Investment
Initiative and roundtables for scenario analysis of physical risks.
AEW is a founding member.
Works with over 60 members to incorporate circular economy principles to development assets.
AEW is a founding sponsor.
Increases visibility of women in the European real estate sector.

AEW participates and some new development assets are labelled for connectivity.
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Performance Highlights
LOGISTIS has set several environmental commitments
and below is a summary of our performance to date.
We have achieved three of our targets and are making
good progress on the remaining ones. Setting both
short and long-term targets demonstrates our
ongoing commitment to improving our environmental
performance and creating resilient assets.

Objectives

Deadline

1. 100% green developments

Completed

2. Reduce energy consumption by
25% compared to 2012 in 2020

Progress

2020 Completion

Objectives

Deadline

Progress

2020 Completion

Since 2010, all new development projects have been
certified and/or labelled

5. Obtain all the energy certificates of
100% of the platforms

Completed

Completed

SMS, Heating monitoring system and LED are gradually
implemented

6. Study campaign on all assets to find
solutions to decrease carbon footprint

2023

3. Measure and monitor energy
consumption of 99% of the platforms

2023

Smart Metering Sytems are implemented over 62% of
LOGISTIS as of December 2020

7, Legal obligation to reduce
consumption by 40% until 2030 and
to communicate it for each French
asset (Tertiary decree of 2019)

2030

Under Assessment

Smart Metering Systems are implemented over 89% of
the French portfolio as of December 2020

4. Measure and monitor water
consumption of 75% of the platforms

2023

8, Legal obligation to reduce
consumption by 50% until 2040 and
to communicate it for each French
asset (Tertiary decree of 2019)

2040

Under Assessment

Smart Metering Systems are implemented over 89% of
the French portfolio as of December 2020

100% deployed

Studies to be deployed in France and on the
International level

Smart Metering Sytems are implemented over 62% of
LOGISTIS as of December 2020
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Poland, Warsaw, TNT

Smart Metering Systems (SMS)

Heating Monitoring System (Ergelis)

Lighting Systems

Green Leases

In 2020, Smart Metering Systems were
implemented in four assets, covering over 181,000
sqm. As of 31 December 2020, SMS has been
implemented in over

As of 31 December 2020, the heating monitoring
system, Ergelis, has been implemented in over

In 2020, LED lighting systems were implemented in 21
assets, representing

In 2020, green leases have been signed at

58%

625,767 sqm

583,005 sqm

of the portfolio and represents around

of LOGISTIS’ portfolio, representing

1,750,094 sqm
SMS will measure gas, water and electricity
consumption and allows tenants to make informed
decisions based on accurate and real-time
consumption to manage resource usage. We expect
occupier energy consumption to decrease by 10%
because of this initiative. Installation of SMS costs
approximately

€1.40/sqm for a
40,000 sqm platform
LOGISTIS covers the initial cost, and the tenants benefit
from the savings generated once the system is running.
In 2021, SMS will be implemented in six more assets,
covering around

938,000 sqm

34%
of the French portfolio.

Installation of the Ergelis system costs

€17,000 per building
The cost is split equally between the tenant and
the owner.

As of 31 December 2020, lighting systems have been
implemented over

20 assets
representing

312,186 sqm

2,169,267 sqm
representing

71%
of the LOGISTIS portfolio.

In 2020, a tender bid was launched for implementation of
new LED lighting systems at a cost of around

An average of

54% reduction
in heating consumption is expected per building,
which tenants will benefit from. Tenants are
responsible for the system’s annual subscription
fee of

€7,000 per building
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€7/sqm
which will be split evenly between LOGISTIS and tenants.
We expect electricity consumption to reduce by at least

50%

once the new lighting system is in place.

Italy, Castello San Giovanni
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CASE STUDY
New Construction in Puiseux-Pontoise
Cergy, France
LOGISTIS completed the construction of a 58,381 sqm dry storage warehouse in PuiseuxPontoise Cergy, France in January 2020. The new construction was designed with efficiency
in mind and has achieved a BREEAM ‘Very Good’ rating. Some performance and design
highlights include:

Additionally, several features that will benefit the well-being of the tenants and local
ecosystem and biodiversity have been put into place, including:
•

Four types of protected birdhouses to provide sanctuaries for various native and
migratory birds. These types of birdhouses provide protection for vulnerable
birds from predators such as cats and other predatory birds. Several of the
birdhouses have two flight holes and a removable incubation chamber. With a
lifespan of over 30 years, these unique additions to the landscape will provide
long-lasting positive impacts for the local environment.

Energy efficient LED lights throughout.
Energy Performance Certificate (DPE) greenhouse gas
emissions rating of ‘B’.
DPE energy consumption rating of ‘C’.
No energy or water intensive equipment on site.
Landscaped areas which include over:

100% green lease clauses.
In 2021, Netseenergy and Ergelis will be installed, further
improving its operational performance, and reducing its
environmental impact.
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90 different flora varieties
and 10% - 25% wildflowers
•

Benefiting pollinating insects and providing
a habitat for native species. These special
mixtures promote spontaneous recolonisation
and recreates a biotope, a biological balance
between fauna and flora.
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Environmental performance: energy & carbon data reporting
SPOTLIGHT ON:
Black Swifts

Black swifts are urban birds that live in
the local area from the end of April to the
end of August and migrate to South Africa
during the winter months.
They often make their nests under
chimneys, on roofs or cracks in buildings
and return to the same nest every year.
Therefore, construction and renovation
work can be very damaging for the species.
The installation of artificial nesting boxes
will provide a safe place for the Black
Swifts and other birds to build their nests
undisturbed. This will be of great benefit to
the local bird population and will protect
these precious species for generations to
come.

•

•

Wooden insect hotels that will accommodate
many species of insects including bees.
The insect hotels are constructed from
sustainable materials such as bamboo.

Picnic benches made from Programme for
the Endorsement of Forest Certification
(PEFC) sustainably managed wood.

From the design phase of the building, we
incorporated environmentally friendly elements that
improve the building’s operational performance as
well as providing benefits to the occupiers and the
local ecology. These efforts add value to the asset and
will improve tenant well-being and retention rates,
thus profitability for the fund.

As a targeted fund with a strategic focus
on logistics warehouses, LOGISTIS lets
assets to tenants and has minimal direct
operational energy use of its own. For
2020, we continued to collect data from
tenants from across the portfolio.
LOGISTIS reports to the Greenhouse
Gas Protocol reporting standard, using
the Operational Control boundary (an
assessment that determines the direct
and indirect emissions to be associated
with the fund). The environmental data
that is in scope for this reporting has
achieved Limited Assurance to the ISO
14064-3 Greenhouse Gas Verification
Standard.

and Scope 2 emissions compared to the
previous year. Data coverage of tenantcontrolled electricity and natural gas
also improved, significantly decreasing
the proportion of data that needed to be
estimated and improving the accuracy of
the overall consumption figures.

In 2020, we completed development on
six new assets and were able to capture
much more of the fund’s direct electricity
and natural gas consumption data. This
has led to more accurate consumption
figures but has resulted in a marked
increase in reported landlord-controlled
electricity and natural gas consumption,

Our Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions
improved this year, compared to 2019,
with decreases in Scope 1 and Scope 3
emissions. This can be attributed to the
significant reduction in consumption and
activity due to the coronavirus pandemic.

Table 01

Electricity

Natural Gas
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Annual changes in the number of
assets and absolute consumption are
expected. This is due to development
assets becoming operational and other
transaction activity, as well as changes to
void units and more accurate data being
received year on year.

However, as business returns to normal,
our ongoing efforts to create sustainable
assets through implementing SMS and
Ergelis and our tenant engagement
efforts will continue to improve our GHG
emissions and data coverage.

Total Energy Consumption
2017 (baseline)

2018

2019

2020

Total consumption per sqm (kWh)

-

33.9

37.7

33.0

Total consumption absolute (MWh)

110,560

128,293

132,084

87,548

Landlord control

-

0

244

1,723

Tenant control*

110,560

128,293

131,840

85,825

*[Of which amount estimated]

[19,211]

[1,503]

[9,571]

[555]

Number of assets

86

104

105

96

Total consumption absolute (MWh)

55,023

49,372

67,038

30,152

Landlord control

-

-

3,628

830

Metered to tenants*

55,023

49,372

63,410

29,322

*[Of which amount estimated]

[23,902]

[-]

[4,306]

[441]

Number of assets

75

104

105

96
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Verification Statement – Limited Assurance

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (tonnes CO2) Location-based
GHG Scope

Category

2017

2018

2019

2020

Scope 1

Scope 1

-

-

667

153

Scope 2

Location-based

-

-

104

366

Scope 3

All other indirect emissionsi

37,833

44,533

48,691

34,351

37,833

44,533

49,462

34,869

Total emissions

Carbon Credentials Energy Services Ltd (Carbon Intelligence) has been contracted by LOGISTIS Luxembourg S.A. (LOGISTIS) of 5, allee
Scheffer, L-2520 Luxembourg for the independent third-party verification of direct and indirect carbon dioxide equivalent emissions
(CO2e) as provided in the 2020 company annual report and accounts to a limited level of assurance. This verification exercise has been
performed to the ISO 14064-3 standard.

Roles and Responsibilities
The management of LOGISTIS is responsible for the organisation’s GHG information system, the development and maintenance of
records, and reporting procedures in accordance with that system, including the calculation and determination of GHG emissions
information. It is Carbon Intelligence’ responsibility to express an independent GHG verification opinion on the emissions as provided in
the company’s Sustainability Report 2021 for the period 1st January 2020 – 31st December 2020.

Description of Activities

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (tonnes CO2) Market-based

The operational boundary being considered for this exercise is defined as the following emission sources:

GHG Scope

Category

2017

2018

2019

2020

Scope 1

Scope 1

-

-

667

153

Scope 2

Market-based

-

-

61

366

Scope 1 Emissions

Scope 2 Emissions

Scope 3 Emissions

Scope 3

All other indirect emissions

37,833

44,533

48,691

34,351

Natural gas

Tenant electricity

44,533

49,419

34,961

Purchased electricity
consumption (location-based
and market-based)

•

37,833

•

Tenant natural gas

•

Water supply &
treatment

Total emissions
i

Downstream leased assets (tenants' energy consumption), water and wastewater.
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Objectives
The objectives of this verification exercise were, by review of objective evidence, to
confirm whether any evidence existed that the GHG emissions as declared in the
organisation’s GHG assertion were not: accurate, complete, consistent, transparent
and free of material error or omission in accordance with the criteria outlined below.

Criteria
Criteria against which the verification assessment was undertaken:
Reporting standard
Scope 1 & 2 emissions – World Resources Institute / World Business Council for
Sustainable Development Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and
Reporting Standard, Revised Edition (the GHG Protocol)
Scope 3 emissions - World Resources Institute/World Business Council for
Sustainable Development Greenhouse Gas Protocol: Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3)
Reporting Framework: GRESB

Level of Assurance and Materiality
The chosen level of assurance must reflect the needs of intended users of the GHG
assertion as well as the relative degree of confidence required by Carbon Intelligence
in order to provide our conclusions.
Carbon Intelligence and Logistis agreed that a limited level of assurance will
be applied during this verification exercise. For this level of assurance, Carbon
Intelligence provides a limited assurance statement asserting that there is no
evidence that an emissions report is not materially correct.
Through both qualitative and quantitative consideration, it was agreed that the
Carbon Intelligence verification team shall establish a materiality threshold of 5% at
the gross organisational level for this exercise

This assessment included the collection of evidence supporting the reported data and
multiple checks relative to the provisions of the legislation, reporting standard and
calculation methodologies referenced in the verification criteria. This statement shall
be interpreted with the GHG assertion of LOGISTIS as a whole.
Carbon Intelligence’s approach is risk-based, drawing on an understanding of the risks
associated with calculating GHG emission information and the controls in place to
mitigate these risks. Our examination included assessment, on a limited sample basis,
of evidence relevant to the reporting of emission information.
Based on the data and information provided by LOGISTIS and the processes and
procedures conducted, Carbon Intelligence concludes with limited assurance there is
no evidence that the GHG assertion:
•

is not materially correct,

•

is not a fair representation of the GHG emissions data and information, and

•

is not prepared in accordance with the criteria listed above.

- Based on our work, Carbon Intelligence considers that material GHG sources are appropriately
identified and reported on.
- All material errors in reported data identified during the verification process have been duly
corrected.

Attestation

It is our opinion that Logistis has established sufficient systems for the collection,
aggregation and analysis of quantitative data for determination of these GHG
emissions for the stated period and boundaries.
The GHG information for the period 01/01/2020 – 31/12/2020 is verified by Carbon
Intelligence to a limited level of assurance, consistent with the agreed verification
scope, objectives and criteria. 100% of emissions by scope are verified as:

Oliver Smallman
Lead Verifier
On behalf of Carbon Credentials Energy Services Ltd

Reporting Period: 01/01/2020 - 31/12/2020
Scope 1

Scope 2
(location-based)

Scope 2
(market-based)

Reported Emissions:
153 tonnes of C02e

Reported Emissions:
366 tonnes of C02e

Reported Emissions:
458 tonnes of C02e

Verification Opinion
Carbon Intelligence planned and performed our work to obtain the information,
explanations, and evidence that we considered necessary to provide a limited level
of assurance based on the process and procedures conducted.

Observations

Scope 3

Reported Emissions:
34,351 tonnes of C02e

No member of the verification team has a business relationship with LOGISTIS, its
Directors or Managers beyond that required of this assignment. We conducted this
verification independently and to our knowledge there has been no conflict of interest.

We conducted our verification of LOGISTIS’ GHG assertion, which included
assessment of the company GHG information system, monitoring and reporting
methodology.
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Focused on the Future of Real Estate
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